Rate versus Free Energy Change for Attaching Highly Mobile Electrons to Molecules in Nonpolar Liquids.
The inverted region of the Marcus theory, usually absent for bimolecular electron transfer reactions, is clearly observed for electron attachment reactions to molecules in nonpolar fluids. Application of pressure increased the energies of the solvated electron reactants letting us continuously adjust the free energy change. Inverted behavior is enabled by the very high mobilities of the solvated electrons which raise the diffusion-controlled encounter rates so high that they do not limit the reaction rates. The nonpolar media used in these experiments reduce reorganization energies, enhancing inverted behavior. Still, for every case showing an inverted region, the presence of low-lying excited states in the product radical anions led to regions of increasing rate constants that began at the energies of excited states of -0.54 to -1.2 eV. While continuum models predict no solvent reorganization energy in nonpolar liquids, fits to the data found solvent reorganization energies of 0.05-0.4 eV supporting ideas advanced in theories of Matyushov.